


From a 1.6 metre light weight tender through 
to a 6 metre RIB, 3D Tender and X PRO have 
a boat that will suit your needs and more 
importantly, your budget. Air decks, Fibreglass 
and Aluminium hulls are all found within our 
product range and we assure quality, durability 
and value for money across the board.

The superlight tender range is the lightest 
in the World today and offers a 2 metre 
tender weighing in at just 12 kg that fits in a 
backpack!

The Lightweight Aluminium RIB range offers a 
well built genuine RIB from 2.5 metres through 
to 3.1 with a starting weight of just 
27 kg! Ideal for lightweight davits and very 
easy to move around, even with an 
engine fitted.

The X PRO Aluminium RIB range from 
2.5 metres through to 4.2 metres boasts 
exceptional build strength and a fabulous hull 
design. A Reinforced flat deck offers comfort 
and rigidity, welded lifting points throughout 
the range make the X PRO Aluminium Rib one 
of the best all-rounders available today. The 
420 defender is known to be at the very top 
level of sea keeping and build quality.

The X PRO Commando range offers the 
strongest and most robust inflatable boat 
available today. An Aluminium slatted floor, 
extremely robust tubing and a Full extras 
pack, including, seat bags, bow spray 
hood and cover make these ideal craft for 
divers, fisherman , families and professional 
organisations, a model from 3.2 metres up to 
5.5 metres will suit most needs.

Quality, Affordable

The X PRO Defender range of RIBs 
from 4 metres through to 6 metres 
offer the best value available today. 
Fantastic build quality and robust 
styling give you the confidence 
you need to go those extra 
miles. Dry riding hulls, agile 
handling, practical styling 
and bespoke fit out options 
will ensure that the 
reputation of the X PRO 
Defender continues to 
grow.

X PRO Value

Welcome
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RIBs & Inflatables
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Our Factory
Our State of the art facility is the 

envy of most boat manufacturers, 
high tech cutting and seam welding 

machines, extreme quality control 
and an attention to “European” 

detail standards ensure 
that you will receive 

a robust, well 
built craft 

that will 
stand up 

to the 
rigours 

of UK 
use.

Our Conformity

Each boat in our range has passed 
very stringent European safety testing, 
including drop tests and pressure tests. 
CE certification is in place for EVERY 
model that we supply.

Our Fabric Options

PVC - Valmex® from Mehler Texnologies
Our PVC fabric is specifically treated to provide 
good resistance to UV damage. These fabrics 
are hand glued with a two-part adhesive 
(polyurethane glue mixed with RC hardener. 
Base cloth is a high tenacity VALMEX polyester 
and thickness is 0.9mm and 1.2mm.

Hypalon - ORCA® from Pennel & Flipo
These fabrics are extremely resistant to tough 
conditions presenting excellent 
resistance to UV, hydrolysis and 
hydrocarbon. They are hand 
glued with a specific two-part 
adhesive (neoprene glue mixed with 
RFE hardener). Thickness 0.75mm, 0.85mm, 
1mm and 1.2 mm.
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With sizes from 445cm – 590cm, this range 
of Rigid inflatable boats has a model for 
everyone. Stylish colour scheme and an 
exceptional hull design mean that you will look 
good and feel good on the water. Our deep V 
hull will smooth out the chop and the stability 
offered by the high set tubing will keep you 
feeling safe even in more difficult conditions. 

These RIBs are very versatile and are being 
used today across Europe as Dive boats, 
support boats, rescue craft, regatta support, 
fishing, skiing, toys, cruising, navy training 
craft, RYA training boats and a typical family 

pleasure boat. A 50hp four stroke engine will 
push you through the water at 30 knots, so 
you can still enjoy great performance whilst 
running an economical engine, an important 
advantage when today’s fuel costs are taken 
into account.

All our Defender Ribs are supplied as 
standard with full console including forward 
facing seat, drivers bolster, HD over all winter/
storage cover a pump and set of oars, they 
are all supplied with professional grade 
VALMEX PVC tubes and ORCA Hypalon is an 
optional extra.

LOA 4.45M - 5.9M

Beam 2.08M - 2.52M

Weight 167 Kg - 320 Kg

Tube Ø 52 cm - 57 cm

Load limit 800Kg - 2,000Kg

Maximum Engine 30 Hp - 115 Hp

All our Defender Ribs are supplied 
as standard with full console 
including forward facing seat, 
drivers bolster, a pump and set 
of oars.

They are all 
supplied with 
professional 
grade 
VALMEX 
PVC tubes 
and ORCA 
Hypalon is an 
optional extra.

Available in Jet 
Black, black and 
grey, light grey, navy, red, 
yellow, ORCA Hypalon colour 
options also available. Special 
projects also catered for

Features & Benefits

Model Pax CE/ISO Max HP Shaft Tube Ø Weight Chambers Max Load Length Width

445 7 94/25 50Hp Long 52cm 167 Kg 6 800 Kg 445cm 208cm

490 7 94/25 60Hp Long 52cm 178 Kg 6 880 Kg 490cm 208cm

520s 10 94/25 90Hp Long 50cm 290 Kg 6 1500 Kg 520cm 225cm

535 10 94/25 75Hp Long 52cm 234 Kg 6 1500 Kg 535cm 212cm

590 12 94/25 115Hp Long 57cm 320 Kg 6 2000 Kg 590cm 252cm

The Range

Technical Specs

Defender RIB
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260 cm – 420 cm This range of boats is 
simply fantastic. We are confident that you 
will not find a better value small RIB in the UK 
today.

G4 Aluminium Hull, designed and tested in 
the harshest conditions makes this range of 
boats punch well above their weight. High set 
VALMEX tubing and a deep V hull entry will 
give you a dry and smooth ride in challenging 
conditions. 

The smaller models are great as tenders, 
towing and lifting eyes are welded into the 
hull and the keel protection band will give you 

piece of mind when running up the beach. 
Extremely lightweight and robust these boats 
are very easy to handle and will serve you 
well. Fishing, towing toys, cruising in comfort, 
divers, free divers, rescue, sailing support, 
cadet training and as a tender are just some 
of the uses that the X PRO handles with ease.

The X PRO Aluminium 420 PACK is supplied 
with a double jockey console with backrests 
and an optional rear bench is available. 
Whether you are looking for a tough, easy to 
handle tender or an offshore working Rib, the 
X PRO aluminium range has a model that will 
meet your requirements.

LOA 2.60M - 4.20M

Beam 1.52M - 1.78M

Weight 33 Kg - 135 Kg

Tube Ø 45 cm - 50 cm

Maximum Engine 5 Hp - 60 Hp

All our X PRO Defender Aluminium 
boats are supplied with VALMEX 
tubing for excellent resistance to 
UV and saltwater degradation. In 
addition they come with a full HD 
winter/storage cover, 
pump and oars.

Welded davit 
lifting eyes, 2 
welded towing 
eyes for 
toys, double 
rubbing 
strakes with 
spray deflectors, 
double hand hold 
lines, 7 carry/mooring 
handles and an aluminium 
slider bench seat over a non skid 
deck. This is an excellent offshore 
boat and has been tested in very 
harsh conditions.

Features & Benefits

The Range

Technical Specs

Defender  Aluminium    RIB

Model Pax CE/ISO Max HP Shaft Tube Ø Weight Chambers Length Width

260 5 94/25 5Hp Short 45 cm 33 Kg 4 260 cm 152 cm

280 5 94/25 10Hp Short 45 cm 35 Kg 4 280 cm 152 cm

300 5 94/25 10Hp Short 45 cm 37 Kg 4 300 cm 152 cm

325 6 94/25 15Hp Short 45 cm 42 Kg 4 325 cm 152 cm

360 6 94/25 20Hp Short 45 cm 57 Kg 5 360 cm 168 cm

390 7 94/25 30Hp Long 45 cm 69 Kg 5 390 cm 172 cm

420T 7 94/25 60Hp Long 50 cm 110 Kg 5 420cm 178 cm

420C 7 94/25 60Hp Long 50 cm 135 Kg 5 420 cm 178 cm
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The X PRO Commando Black is a fold away 
range of boats with a non slip aluminium floor 
and inflatable keel as standard across the 
range.

This boat is superbly built and is designed for 
the harshest of use. 

We believe that the VALMEX material used 
in its construction gives you a much more 
robust boat than most competition currently 
available. In addition, the inflatable keel gives 
you the stability and handling of a real boat.
The full package of options that comes 

with the Commando, including 2 adjustable 
benches with underseat storage bags, bow 
bag, bow tent, overall cover and carry sacs 
has all your needs covered.

Features such as tow eyes, lifting points, 7 lift 
handles, reinforced tubing, great styling and 
a real professional feel make this the best fold 
away boat available on the market today.

LOA 3.20M - 4.60M

Beam 1.41M - 1.90M

Weight 56 Kg - 98 Kg

Tube Ø 42 cm - 50 cm

Maximum Engine 15 Hp - 40 Hp

The advantage of the commando 
range is that fact that they are 
supplied with ALL extras as 
standard, bow storage bag, two 
aluminium bench seats on sliders 
with under seat storage 
bags and a bow 
spray cover are 
all included in 
the price. 

The jet black 
colouring will 
ensure you 
turn heads 
wherever you go.

These are fantastic 
inflatable boats and offer the 
best value for money available in the 
UK today, build to withstand being 
dropped from a navy aircraft they will 
handle anything you throw at them.

Features & Benefits

The Range

Technical Specs

X PRO Commando

Model Pax CE/ISO Max HP Shaft Tube Ø Weight Chambers Length Width

320 4 94/25 15Hp Short 42 cm 56 Kg 3 + 1 320 cm 141 cm

360 5 94/25 20Hp Short 45 cm 68 Kg 3 + 1 360 cm 168 cm

380 6 94/25 20Hp Short 45 cm 78 Kg 3 + 1 380 cm 170 cm

420 7 94/25 30Hp Short 50 cm 88 Kg 3 + 1 420 cm 190 cm

460 8 94/25 40Hp Short 50 cm 98 Kg 4 + 1 460 cm 190 cm
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Tested in the sailing press, the lightweight 
aluminium range consistently comes top of 
class. They ride better, stay dryer and offer a 
better finish than the competition and are truly 
market leading. They are so easy to handle 
starting at just 27kgs! And a dream for davit 
use thanks to 3 internal welded lifting points. 

Our Leisure range of aluminium tenders look 
great and work very well as a tender or small 
boat. 

The G4 aluminium hull is very well designed 
and beaching will not pose a problem due to 
the keel protection band fitted as standard to 
all our aluminium RIBs.

Non skid deck patches and an adjustable 
aluminium bench seat help you remain 
comfortable at sea and an all over cover is 
supplied as standard as are oars a pump and 
repair kit.

LOA 2.50M - 3.10M

Beam 1.41M - 1.54M

Weight 27 Kg - 37 Kg

Tube Ø 42 cm 

Maximum Engine 5 Hp - 15 Hp

Robust yet extremely light and 
very good looking. These tender 
RIBs will give you reliable and easy 
everyday usage. 

Available in a range of 
colours

Features & Benefits

The Range

Technical Specs

X PRO Light Aluminium

Model Pax CE/ISO Max HP Shaft Tube Ø Weight Chambers Length Width

250 2 94/25 5Hp Short 42 cm 27 Kg 3 250 cm 154 cm

270 3 94/25 7.5Hp Short 42 cm 29 Kg 3 270 cm 154 cm

290 4 94/25 10Hp Short 42 cm 32 Kg 3 290 cm 154 cm

310 4 94/25 15Hp Short 42 cm 37 Kg 3 310 cm 154 cm
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Twin Air Range
What can we say about the Twin air tender 
range? Quite simply the lightest airdeck 
tender on the market today by far.

The 230 airdeck weighs just 13Kgs!

This range has been designed to scrap the 
heavy and hard to carry tenders we use 
today, bulky, hard to stow and usually difficult 
for a single person to manage. 

The twin air tender is actually supplied in 
a back pack style carry bag and will stow 
easily in most lockers saving space and most 
importantly weight. The honeycombe high 
pressure airdeck gives you rigidity and the 
aluminium bench seat on adjustable sliding 
rails gives you the comfort and adaptability 
you need.

LOA 1.60M - 2.90M

Beam 1.53M - 1.63M

Weight 9.6 Kg - 16.9 Kg

Tube Ø 37 cm 

Maximum Engine 2.5 Hp - 8 Hp

Remember, these tenders are 
made from high quality materials 
and it has taken us over 2 years 
to develop such a lightweight 
range but we have done it and 
maintained the usual 
3D qualities.

Available in 
Black 0.5mm 
mehler or 
grey 0.9mm 
mehler (for 
grey boats 
add 20% to 
weight figures 
due to thicker 
material)

Features & Benefits

The Range

Technical Specs

X PRO Superlight

Model Pax CE/ISO Max HP Shaft Tube Ø Weight Chambers Length Width

160 1 94/25 2.5Hp Short 37 cm 9.6 Kg 2 + 1 160 cm 153 cm

180 2 94/25 2.5Hp Short 37 cm 10.8 Kg 2 + 1 180 cm 153 cm

200 2 94/25 2.5Hp Short 37 cm 11.9 Kg 2 + 1 200 cm 163 cm

230 3 94/25 3.5Hp Short 37 cm 13.8 Kg 2 + 1 230 cm 163 cm

250 3 94/25 5Hp Short 37 cm 13.9 Kg 2 + 1 250 cm 163 cm

270 4 94/25 5Hp Short 37 cm 15.8 Kg 2 + 1 270 cm 163 cm

290 5 94/25 8Hp Short 37 cm 16.9 Kg 2 + 1 290 cm 163 cm
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